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Introduction
At the department of Broadband Infocommunications and Electromagnetic Theory (BME-HVT)
since 1997 is operating a measurement system that serves the investigation of the precipitation
affected radio links in the 13-80 GHz frequency range. The data collecting system is expanding
continuously; it measures and stores the received power and several meteorological properties. In
the past 10 years has been huge amount of data collected, which is the base of propagation research, modelling and investigations.
These measurement data is particularly applicable to study the high frequency radio links, determine their statistical properties and in such modelling processes where long time measurement
data are necessary.
The meteorological data are also well usable during the research work as the fading events on the
terrestrial links caused mainly by the precipitation, particularly the rain that can cause remarkable
attenuation on the radio links.
The main theme of my dissertation is creating digital fade and interfade duration models, based on
the measurement data, in order to determine their distribution and develop time series synthesisers
based on them.
Beside of the terrestrial links I created also fade and interfade duration model for a Land Mobile
Satellite (LMS) radio channel with multipath propagation and shadowing. Time series generation
methods based on these models were also investigated.
Furthermore, I dealt with the fog attenuation in the V band (40-75 GHz), I developed a measurement device for the fog density and worked out the calibration process of the equipment, based on
the V-band measurements.
Overview of literature
In order to study the propagation effects on precipitation affected radio channel, I refer to [1]; the
statistical properties of the multipath propagation effects can be found in [3]. The latest calculation
methods and parameters are collected in the ITU (International Telecommunication Union) recommendations.
The ITU-R P.530 [6] gives the calculation methods for terrestrial, the ITU-R P.618 [7] for the
fixed satellite connections to determine the attenuation. These methods are applicable - besides of
the other attenuation effects - to calculate the long-term distributions of the rain attenuation. The
applied expressions are mainly empirical and are more or less applicable to express the local
geological differences. The summary of the EU COST 235 [34] programme was also an important
source for me to study the propagation of millimetre band radio waves.
The dynamics of the fading is summarized in ITU-R P.1623 [10] recommendation for the earthspace channel.
The description of digital channel models and times series generators can be found in [32], showing generative and descriptive methods. A summary of digital satellite communication is [35]. The
SatNEx (Satellite Communications Network of Excellence) FP7 program, where BME-HVT was
also participant, published a handbook [4] with the summary of several European research institutes in radio propagation.
During the investigation of the attenuation time series stationarity I referred mainly to [12] and
[16]-[20]. The calculations with the structure-function are implemented for attenuation time series
based on [21]. The fade and interfade duration processes, as renewal processes are studied by
[13]-[14] and using the definition of the variation coefficients, described in [22]. The theory of
Markov processes and Markov chains are summarized first of all by [13] and [23]. The Markov
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models for channel modelling are published at first in [29]-[31], they served as base for my further research work.
Main objectives
ITU-R as the main organization for the development of radio frequency design standards gives
recommendation only for calculations the fade duration distributions the earth-space channel.
There are standards neither for the terrestrial nor for LMS links. The interfade duration calculation
methods are completely missing. It was the motivation for me to develop digital modelling processes for fade and interfade duration. Before selecting the appropriate model type, the analysis of
the measured attenuation time series was necessary. Therefore, I analyzed the stationarity, the
renewal property and the Markov order as it is summarized in the first thesis group.
Afterwards I found the discrete time and discrete state, first order Fritchman’s Markov chain as an
appropriate model for the distributions of fade and interfade duration. The second thesis group
deals with the model parameterization and determination of the equations to describe the threshold
dependency of model parameters. Additionally, I developed a method to join the separate fade and
interfade duration models.
The equations describing the threshold dependency of the fade and interfade duration model parameters are applicable to generate synthetic attenuation time series. This is the theme of the third
thesis group where I show three different methods.
It is an important issue now the increasing of the capacity the microwave feeder networks. In the
V-W band, the attenuation due to clouds and fog becomes more important. I developed an optical
measurement device in order to determine directly the Liquid Water Content (LWC) in the air,
and I will show the calibration process of the device, based on the V band attenuation measurements. This is the last chapter in the dissertation.
Research methodology
•
•
•
•
•
•

I overviewed the literature of the fading processes, its digital modelling methods and the
time series generators (journals, books, IEEE Explore).
With analytical methods has been tested the weak stationarity of terrestrial and LMS attenuation time series, the digital fade and interfade duration processes as renewal processes
and the Markov order of the fading process.
I simulated the digital fade and interfade duration processes, generated by different types of
Markov chain models and tested their renewal properties.
I parameterized Markov models with regression methods and the general calculations of
the model parameters were expressed.
The models tested by comparing their first and second order statistics with real measurements. The synthetic time series generation methods are tested with long-term simulations.
Computer based data processing, database handling and visualization; development of a
measurement device for extreme working environment were the practical part of my work.

)ew scientific results
Thesis group 1: Examination the attenuation time series of faded radio channels
I examined the fading processes of the rain-faded terrestrial and the multipath propagation
LMS channel in order to select the most appropriate model for fade and interfade duration.
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As first step, I investigated the stationarity of attenuation time series of terrestrial and LMS radio
channels by the autocorrelation function, the expected value and the structure function. Afterwards the relation with the renewal processes was tested by the variation coefficients. I studied the
processes generated by Markov chains and determined their renewal properties. The thesis group
is closed finally by the calculation of the Markov order of the discrete state fading processes.
Thesis 1.1: I studied with different methods the stationarity the attenuation time series of
millimetre band rain faded and multipath propagation LMS radio channels. I stated that the
investigated fading process is a weakly stationary process. Further investigations shows that
the separation of fade and non-fade parts could improve the modelling method and this confirms the applicability of combined Markov models. [S1] [S2] [S7] [S40]

Normalized structure-function

Autocorrelation function

The attenuation on different type of faded channels is changing randomly. If we want to model it
with a stochastic model, the
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measurement data are already
independent. This value is in
case of rain fading several hours, while for fading free periods are shorter. This calculation provide the duration for moving average calculations to determine the time dependency of the expected value. The results are
evaluated with the WaldWolfowitz runs test, which
investigates the randomness of
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The τ time shift dependent
structure function, Dr(τ) of an r(t) stochastic process is the next expected value:
Dr(τ)=E{[r(t+τ)-r(t)]2}.
By normalizing it with the value of the Rr(0) autocorrelation function in τ=0, D’r(τ)=Dr(τ)/Rr(0)
is converging to value 2 in case of weakly stationary processes. This proves the weak stationarity
of the investigated attenuation time series. The setting time of the autocorrelation function helps to
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evaluate the structure function. The method was applicable both for the LMS and for the terrestrial
links. As in case of all investigated time series the structure function was converging to 2, together
with the result of the autocorrelation function, the weak stationarity of the attenuation time series
was proved.
Further investigations of the fading-free and faded periods are showing that they structure function
is converging much faster to the value 2, therefore the validity of the combined Markov models
are also demonstrated. The combined models are separately modelling the macroscopic and the
microscopic structure of the fading process.
Thesis 1.2: I introduced the digital fade and digital interfade duration processes (DFD and
DIFD), and the derived multiple DFD and DIFD processes. I investigated the measured data
both for the LMS and for terrestrial radio channels regarding their renewal properties. I declared that the multiple DFP process is not renewal for each channels, but the multiple DIFD
process is renewal. [S23] [S24]

Normalized variation coefficient

In this thesis, I created the abstraction of the fading process, that is a binary process at the given
threshold level. These processes called as digital fade and interfade duration processes. I defined
also the multiple digital fade
2
and interfade duration procK (r)/K (1) 10 dB
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If the normalized variation
coefficients of the DFD or DIFD processes are increasing or decreasing by the order, the process
is positively or negatively correlated, not renewal process. An order-independent constant shows
that the process is renewal.
According to my calculations, the multiple DFD process is neither for LMS, nor for terrestrial
channel are renewal, and they are positively correlated. The multiple DIFD processes are renewal
for both channels. The digital modelling of fade and interfade duration processes are solved with
generative type Markov chains, according to my work in the second thesis group. In order to
select the most appropriate model type, the investigation of the renewal properties of different
Markov models was necessary, as it will be shown in the next thesis.
Thesis 1.3: I investigated with simulation several different Markov chain types in order to
determine that their generated multiple DFD and DIFD processes are renewal or not. This
process helped to select the Fritchman’s model as the most appropriate Markov chain for
fade and interfade duration modelling. [S23] [S24]
The Gilbert, Gilbert-Elliott and the general Fritchman’s Markov models were simulated and tested
to decide if their generated multiple DFD and DIFD processes are renewal or not. According to
the results, I selected the Fritchman’s model, because:
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• The renewal property of the Fritchman’s model is similar to the multiple DFD and DIFD
processes in the measured LMS and terrestrial radio channels.
• The Fritchman’s model is widely used in the modelling of burst type error processes in radio
channels, and this process is very similar to the DFD and DIFD processes.
• Both the Gilbert and the Gilbert-Elliott model can be transformed to Fritchman’s model, as
they are its simplified versions.
Thesis 1.4: I calculated the Markov order of the rain faded and the multipath propagation
LMS channel attenuation processes. I stated that the processes are low order processes in
each case. This proves that first order Markov chains are applicable to synthesize attenuation
time series. [S19] [S22]
A further aspect of the model selection is the Markov order of the simulated process. To determine the order Bartlett and Hoel [24]-[25] suggested a Chi-square probe to decide if a given sample sequence can be considered as a Markov chain with order r. I proved that the attenuation
process during the fading events on LMS and rain faded terrestrial radio channels are first order
Markov processes, similar to the fading-free periods with scintillation. According to the results of
the first thesis group, I apply first order, Fritchman’s type Markov chain to model the fade and
interfade duration.
Thesis group 2: Markov modelling of fade and interfade duration
In my work related to the second thesis group the fade and interfade duration modelling will
be shown by applying the Fritchman’s Markov model, selected by the stationarity, renewability and Markov order investigations performed in the previous chapters.
It will be proved that the Fritchman’s Markov chain is applicable to model the distribution of fade
and interfade duration. The threshold dependency of the model parameters and its equations are
also given, that are applicable to synthesize attenuation time series. The joint modelling of the
fade and interfade duration will be also demonstrated by applying a new model type.
Thesis 2.1: It has been proved, that the Fritchman’s partitioned Markov chain is applicable to
model the distribution of fade and interfade duration for rain fading and multipath propagation radio channels. I expressed the analytical equations the threshold dependency of the
model parameters. This allows calculating the distributions for any threshold level, allowing
the attenuation time series synthesis, based on these models. [S8] [S9] [S33] [S34] [S37]
[S38] [S39]
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According to the investigations in the first thesis
group, I selected the Fritchman’s first order, discrete state and discrete time Markov chain to
model the distribution of fade and interfade duration. The model is a 4/1 state partitioned Markov
chain, where the state probability can be analytically expressed, giving the complementary cumulative distribution of fade and interfade duration.
The model parameters can be determined with
gradient method from the complementary distributions of the measured fade and interfade durations.
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This method is based on the linear regression of the distribution functions, where the elements of
the Markov chain transition matrix can be calculated from the parameters of the regression lines.
I investigated also the dependency of model parameters on the threshold level, applied during the
calculation the fade and interfade duration. I stated that a p(K)=aKC+b type exponential equation
is applicable to express the threshold dependency. I determined both for LMS and for terrestrial
links the a, b and c constants. This results a general, threshold dependent model what can be used
also to generate synthetic attenuation time series.
Thesis 2.2: I worked out a new method to join the fade and interfade duration models, which
will be capable to model both distributions with a single architecture. The new model has
been tested by comparing the measured and simulated fade and interfade duration statistics.
[S35] [S36]
This thesis deals with a method to join the fade and interfade duration models. The result is a 4/4
Fritchman’s model which correctly represents both type of second order statistics. I applied a
weighting method by the stationary distribution of the separate models in order to determine the
final model parameters. The measured and calculated distributions are in good correlation; therefore the precision of the joint model has been proved.
Thesis group 3: Generating synthetic time series by applying Markov models
This thesis group deals with time series generation methods by applying the fade and interfade duration models introduced in the previous theses.
I worked out three different methods to generate synthetic time series:
• Applying clearly the fade and the interfade duration models.
• A combined method, with a two state fade/non-fade model and the threshold dependent fade
duration model.
• A modelling method based on the measured wind speed and direction, by simulating the rain
cell movement.
Thesis 3.1: I worked out an attenuation time series generator, based on the threshold dependent fade and interfade duration models. A new method will be also shown to generate the
elementary fade events from the threshold dependent fade duration model. [S27] [S31] [S32]
As the distribution functions
of fade and interfade duration
Interfade duration,
Elementary fading
can be modelled at desired
simulated by the 4/1
event, based on
Coninterfade duration
threshold dependent
catethreshold level according to
model
4/1 fade duration
nate
the results in the second thesis
model
group, this allows the generation of attenuation time series,
too. During this process at
first I generate an elementary
fading event, which is according to my definition that part
Synthetic time series
of the attenuation time series,
where the consecutive Ai attenuation values, comparing to the AM fading free values, are monotonically increasing and after arriving to a maximum level, are monotonically decreasing.
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To simulate the delay between two consecutive elementary fading events I applied the interfade
duration model. By chaining the elementary fading events and the fading free periods, an attenuation time series can be generated and its distribution is in good correlation with the measured time
series.
Thesis 3.2: I worked out an attenuation time series generator, based on the two state
fade/non-fade model and on the Markov model the fade duration. A new method will be
shown to determine the model parameters of the two state model from the fade duration
model. [S27] [S30]

Probability
Valószínüség

The method of the 3.1 thesis has been developed to synthesize the fade/non-fade periods with a
two state Markov chain and the so defined fading periods are filled with elementary fade events. This method
p10
represents more realistic the burst property of the fading
process, than the first one.
InterFade
p11
p00
fade
The parameters of the two state model will be determined with a new method, based on the fade duration
p01
Markov model. The two state model is determined with
two parameters; the ZF fading probability, that can be
2 state model
determined from the complementary fade duration
model, and the p10 transition probability what can be expressed analytically from the Fritchman’s
model. Afterwards the transition probabilities of the two state model can be calculated and the
model produce a binary
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Thesis 3.3: I have been proved that the scintillation can be successfully modelled with a hidden Markov chain, parameterized from filtered Gaussian white noise with the Baum-Welch
algorithm. It has been shown, that the superimposed synthetic time series and scintillation
decrease the error of the synthetic time series at the lower attenuation range. [S2] [S29]
The previously demonstrated processes were not simulated the fast variation of the attenuation,
called as scintillation, that is caused by the turbulences in the air. In order to simulate this effect I
proposed a hidden Markov model, parameterized with the Baum-Welch (BWA) algorithm [41].
To determine the model parameters a fourth order Butterworth filter with 0.1 Hz cut-off frequency
has been applied and filtered a Gaussian white noise was generated as the input of the BWA. The
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Attenuation
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similarity of power spectral density the original and the synthesized scintillation time series
proved the applicability of this method.
The synthesized scintillation
25
time series can be superimposed to the attenuation time
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series, generated either with
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the method described in thesis
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lined in thesis 3.2. The attenuation distribution of syn5
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lation has better correlation
with the measured time series
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especially at lower levels.
Time series with scintillation, terrestrial connection

Thesis 3.4: I worked out an attenuation time series generator based on the Markov modelling
the movement of rain cells over a two dimensional plane. A method will be shown to parameterize the models from the measured wind speed and direction statistics. It will be shown
that the rain cell parameters can be determined from the fade duration model and from the
measured rain intensity distribution. This method was tested with good results on converged
radio link topology where the local differences between the radio links can be modelled with
small error. I proved that the attenuation time series can be transformed to radio links with
different physical parameters, therefore the time series generation methods becomes universally applicable. [S4] [S6] [S17] [S20] [S25] [S28]

Relative position [km]

This thesis deals with time series generation for terrestrial point-to-point radio links by simulating
the movement of the rain cells. The speed and direction of the movement are separately modelled
with discrete time, discrete state Markov chains, parameterized on measured meteorological data.
The profile of the rain cells are
15
modelled with the EXCELL model
10
Node
[33], developed at the University of
5
Milano, while the cell sizes comes
from the fade duration and the wind
0
speed, the peak rain intensity from
-5
the measured annual rain intensity
-10
statistics. The simulation generates
-15
long-term statistics of the attenuation by running several rain cells
-20
-15
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
Relative position [km]
over the simulation area. The path
Simulated rain cell movement
attenuation is the integral of the
point rainfall rates:
L

AL = ∫ kRnα ( x n , y n )dl
0

This is the function of point rainfall rate, frequency, polarization; all of them are known during the
simulation. As the cell sizes and moving speed is based on annual statistics, the resulting attenuation time series follows with small error the measured link characteristics. This method is particularly applicable in star topology to express the local differences on radio links with common end
but different direction, length and frequency.
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An application based on research work

Rain intensity
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Density
[uncalibrated]

A close research connecting to the theme of the dissertation is the investigations in the V-W radio
band (40-110 GHz). In this band the effect of the fog, its attenuation on the microwave links is
notable, therefore I dealt with
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Therefore, a new meteorologiFog density, received power at 72.56 and 39.07 GHz, and rain intensity
cal parameter, the effect of the
fog becomes more important and it should be take into account during the propagation calculations. The detection and quantitatively measurement of the fog density can not be solved with
conventional meteorological devices. The present weather detectors are detecting the fog but they
do not provide sufficient information for attenuation calculations. Therefore, I developed an optical device in order to detect and measure the fog density. This device is applicable to improve the
attenuation models in V-W bands and for FSO.
The attenuation due to cloud and fog is described in the ITU-R P.840 [39] recommendation. At
the department in 2009 a 72.56 GHz terrestrial link was integrated to the measurement system,
allowing to calculate and test the fog attenuation on that link. I worked out the calibration process
of the fog density measurement device, based on the V-band attenuation measurements in order to
be able the direct liquid water content measurement with the device.
The sensor is capable to distinguish the fog and the rain events. For the calibration, to convert the
measured data to LWC [mg/m3], served the 72.59 GHz connection as reference. The applicability
of the device has been proved by comparison of measured and predicted fog attenuation values.
[S3] [S5] [S10] [S14] [S15] [S16] [S18] [S26]
Research benefits and further research directions
My results have been published in the framework of several local and international projects, in
reports or summary books of the common research work.
I would like to highlight the next cooperation: Broadwan, (Broadband services for everyone over
fixed wireless access networks, 2003-2006), SatNEx, (European Satellite Communications Network of Excellence, 2004-2009), MARCH, (Multilink Architecture for Multiplay Services,
2008-), Gigabit, (Gigabit radio link networks, 2009-), and the cooperation with Pannon since more
than 10 years.
A COST IC0802 (Propagation Tools and Data for Integrated Telecommunication, Navigation and
Earth Observation Systems) program started in 2008 and will be ended in 2012. In this project, I
participate as an active member of the workgroup the terrestrial microwave and optical propagation. The main goal of this cooperation is to develop new standards or improve the old ones for
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the ITU-R. In this framework my research results will be applicable in the V and FSO band simulations and modelling.
A further international cooperation can be foreseen with the University of Northumbria (Newcastle, UK), to perform measurements in their fog chamber and improve my density measurement
device.
We have a good cooperation with the Technical University of Graz (TUG), where the Optical
Communication Laboratory applies my fog density device to collect measurement data in order to
improve their FSO attenuation models. Several common publications are already available.
In the education at our university I was consulted several thesis, diploma and TDK works. I lead
also a laboratory practice on channel modelling especially for students of electrical engineering.
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